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In the language of the Butchulla people, who are custodians of land that includes
the Fraser Coast, ‘wambaliman’ means ‘to carry’,
and refers to the messages that the Newsletter is communicating.

Editor's Note
Our lifestyle has changed so quickly. At the beginning of March I was on K’gari as part of the FCRC
CEP bush regen team where our concern was not
COVID-19 but torrential rain that turned the sand
track from Kingfisher to Eurong into a flowing water
way (although I did think to use sanitizer after being
on the barge with lots of travellers and where one
has to hang on tight to the rails along side those
very steep steps). But that was three weeks ago.
Suddenly you couldn’t buy sanitizer (or toilet paper).
Events were being cancelled. Now we socialize in
twos and we grab what we need as quickly as possible from the supermarket shelves.
At the moment Office National is open for business,
but by the time Wambaliman is finalised and ready
for print that may not be the case and only the electronic version of Wambaliman will be available. I will
endeavour though to print, at the very least, from
my home, a copy for our members who do not have
the internet.
It’s a strange reality that there are no walks or talks
to report on. All but the February Wildlife Talks by
Alan Peebles were cancelled. The Walks program
didn’t even commence. The first outing scheduled
at the end of March was to be an information session on migratory waders and a walk to O’Regans
Creek. Some of us did however get to attend the
excellent QLD Wader Study Group’s workshop on
17 February at Maaroom.
In this Wambaliman are excerpts of two really interesting articles which are available on the internet. I
figure some readers don’t have the internet and
also we are often overwhelmed with references to a
great article – and don’t actually get to read it. So
for the sake of three pages it’s in. There is quite a
bit on bushfires and climate change but hopefully
enough nature snippets to lift the spirit.
Let’s hope in the next Wambaliman - the Winter
issue - we have lots of coming events listed.
Best wishes everyone, Jenni
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Usually held 3rd Sunday of month 2:00pm
Halcro St Community Centre, Pialba

cancelled until further notice
Wildlife Talks in the Library

Hervey Bay Library
-usually third Friday of the month
Maryborough Library
-usually last Friday of the month
book online (FCRC) or ring library
cancelled until further notice
Nature Walks
usually first Saturday or Sunday of month
cancelled until further notice
Other groups’ - events
FCRC—CEP
For information
tina.raveneau@frasercoast.qld.gov.au
cancelled until further notice

Wambaliman

e-copy in colour
hardcopy in black and white

FCRC - Land for Wildlife
For information
skott.statt@frasercoast.qld.gov.au

Let us know if you only want an e-copy
otherwise members are sent a hardcopy.

EPBC Act Review
A discussion paper has been released for
public comment by 17 April 2020

Contributions for Wambaliman
We welcome contributions from WPSQ
members and supporters. Articles can
take the form of reports, observations of
nature, anecdotes, quotes, humour etc.

Wildlife Matters
Maryborough Herald & The Independent
Submit an article to our editorial team

Send contributions to:
ggduckz@gmail.com
Submissions for the next issue
are due by Friday 10 JULY 2020

Don’t forget to LIKE us on
Facebook @WPSQFraserCoast
Check out our webpage
http://frasercoast.wildlife.org.au

Opinions expressed in Wambaliman are not necessarily those endorsed by the Wildlife Preservation
Society Queensland, Fraser Coast Branch unless
specifically attributed to them.
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Presidential Ponderings
with Vanessa Elwell-Gavins

How much our world has changed in the last
month, in ways I am sure none of us could have
suspected barely more than one month ago!
Our special meeting on Sunday 15 March was the
final face-to-face activity for Fraser Coast Branch
of the Wildlife Preservation Society of Qld until
further notice.
It is likely to be at least 6 months before
we can resume 'business as usual', according to the ever optimistic federal government. It seems much more likely now
to be 18 months to 2 years, before a vaccine for COVID-19 is tested and rolled out
across the globe. Fingers crossed a viable vaccine can in fact be found.
What does this seismic shift in our
community life and culture mean for
our wildlife, our environment, our
Branch and our members?
Perhaps surprisingly, there are some likely
positives for wildlife and the environment:
 Reduced use of motor vehicles and the
grounding of passenger aircraft will no
doubt contribute to some reduction of
greenhouse gas emissions
Our wild fisheries may have some
chance of recovery after decades of overexploitation
 There may be far fewer collisions between motor vehicles and wildlife
 Birdlife and other critters may have a
chance to proliferate, with reduced intrusion by us lumbering humans.
On the other hand, once we come out the
other side of our enforced physical distancing, we may find we have an even
greater explosion of feral animals and
plants in our favourite natural places, particularly those where volunteer groups
have had to stop their activities.
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For the Branch, I am hoping that time
freed up from face-to-face 'stuff' can be
usefully redirected into solo pursuits or
pursuits done at a distance, like writing
letters and submissions and developing
communication products.
I like the idea of doing our own 'backyard
bioblitzes' to get an inventory of the critters we see in our own gardens, on our
properties or on our balconies, and in our
houses.
Another possibility is for interested people
to offer virtual tours of our gardens and
properties, through a sequence of photos.
These could be lodged onto the Branch
Facebook page.
Some people may like to research a particular local critter or local environmental
issue, and do a short write-up. Again, this
could be shared between members, published in Wambaliman, or made available
on the Branch Facebook page.
If you have other ideas, please do share
them. The more activities and resources
we can make available for our members
and the community in these strange
times, the better. Our economy and our
social lives may be in disarray, but this is
a great opportunity for raising awareness
about the value of our wildlife, and for self
-education.
What does this 'Brave New World' of
COVID-19 mean for us as individuals?

Many of our Branch members are older.
Some have chronic health issues or are
otherwise in the most 'at risk' categories.
Others are in single-person households.
This could be a very tough time for you,
particularly if you are an extrovert, live on
your own and/or have limited space and
limited access to our wonderful natural
world.
I know I am struggling with the concept
that as of 29 March we can still use the
word 'gathering' for only two people out
and about together. To me that is a contradiction in terms.
It is incumbent on us all to listen to the
advice of medicos and STAY AT HOME
except for necessities. Many people infected with COVID-19 are asymptomatic,
at least in the first few days. These same
people may cough or sneeze over someone and infect them.
If you have not already done so, please
take the time to review the world, Australian and Queensland statistics on the level
of infection and deaths. It gives a clear
picture of the nature of exponential
curves. One infected person on average
infects three other people. These three
people in turn will infect on average three
other people. And so on. After 10 cycles,
if there were no control measures and no
social distancing, one single person could
have been the source of infection for
nearly 30,000 people and quite a few

deaths. 20% of infected people may
eventually become seriously ill. As of 31
March, the mortality rate worldwide is
4.8% of infected people. We are lucky so
far that in Australia it is only about 0.5%.
Another challenge for many of us is unfamiliarity with or lack of access to the
many forms of communication that can
keep us well connected and happily occupied in the coming months of enforced
isolation and spatial distancing. I know
just how much it might be a challenge
dealing with 'new' forms of communication, like Facebook and other social media, that I have, until now, tried to avoid.
These are now 'necessities' to stay connected with friends and family. People
with access to the internet and social media will have access to a wealth of information and other resources that we mostly never have time to explore. I encourage you to explore them now.
Having a routine and structure in our day,
and a positive attitude, is always important for our mental health and wellbeing. Never more so than now.
With luck we might all become more attuned to the wildlife in our own gardens.
Hopefully we will be able to use the opportunity provided by COVID-19 to take
the time to observe, delve into the wealth
of resources available to us and learn
more about what is around us.
Please stay at home and stay safe!

From WPSQ Head Office on 29 March:
With so many of us staying home practising physical distancing, now’s a great time to put
on your citizen science hat, connect with like-minded nature enthusiasts online, learn
about the environment and its wildlife, and help contribute to conservation and wildlife
recovery efforts ‒ all from the comfort of your backyard or living room!
GUIDE TO AT-HOME WILDLIFE PROJECTS AND ACTIVITIES

https://wildlife.org.au/guide-to-at-home-wildlife-projects-and-activities/
April is Citizen Science Month - Check out all the great Citizen Science Month
events, activities and resources on the SciStarter website
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Quarterly Branch Activity Report 17 January - 1 April 2020
This Quarter has been quiet compared
to others. Firstly due to the usual end of
year break and then the COVID-19 pandemic. As from 18 March our Branch
ceased all meetings and public events
until further notice.
It’s a time now to turn to activities like
writing letters to the editor, submissions, articles for the newspaper or
Wambaliman. Also keeping in touch
with friends and loved ones with all the
options technology provides.

Walks, talks, and other events

A letter to FCRC questioning the re-

cent works on the proposed residential
development in Murphy Street, Point
Vernon. Conditions placed by Council
on their approval were not met in the
Operational Works plan and subsequent works.
The Branch organised a petition to
Council to support the provision of
green space and retention of natural
vegetation in all new developments closing Friday, 27 March 2020. The
petition will be presented to the new
Council.

Nature Walks
Saturday 28.03.2020 - Shorebird workshop - hosted by our very own Cecile
Espigole and Will Price – Cancelled

Meetings

Wildlife Talks in the Library
Hervey Bay Library:
21.02.2020 - Speaker Alan Peebles
Topic: Wildlife of Pacific Haven
20.03.2020 - Speaker Christel Schrank
Topic: Edible Weeds - Cancelled
Maryborough Library:
28.02.2020 - Speaker Alan Peebles
Topic: Wildlife of Pacific Haven
27.03.2020 - Speaker Cliff Greet
Glossy Black Cockatoos - Cancelled

special Branch meeting on how we can
be more effective and relevant

Friday 24 January - Executive meeting
Sunday 23 February - General meeting
Sunday 16 March - General meeting,

Working and Advisory Groups
27.02.20 Environmental Advisory

Group met
28.02.20 Coastal Futures Workshop three members attended
02.02.2020 first meeting of the new
walks team
18.03.2020 Urban Development and
Land-Use Change sub committee met
with FCRC’s new Environmental Technical Officer, Rod Buchanan and Senior Community Environment Officer ,
Tina Raveneau. This meeting was to
introduce ourselves to Rod and to inform our understanding of how he sees
his strategic role in Council and how we
can work together with him.

Communications
 Wambaliman Summer 2019-2020

issue was released in January
Facebook page.
The monthly series of Wildlife Matters
articles continued in The Independent
and Maryborough Herald: In February
Carol Bussey’s article on reptiles and
their ability to adapt to variable climates, Reptiles Rule!

report by Terry Csonka

welcome to new member Barbara Smith
Wambaliman AUTUMN 2020
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EPBC Act Review - Submissions Due 17 April 2020
Australia’s key piece of national environmental law – the Environment Protection & Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act) – is currently under
review. The Act must be reviewed every 10 years and this review commenced
on 29 October 2019.
A website has been established to keep the public informed about the review. Professor Graeme Samuel AC has been appointed as the independent reviewer. An expert panel will support, and provide advice to, Professor Samuel on specific issues.
Over 12 months, the review will look at how the EPBC Act has been operating, and
any changes needed ensure it meets its objectives.
A discussion paper has been released for public comment by 17 April 2020. The
discussion paper is intended to guide initial community feedback via 26 questions.
However, there is also an opportunity for the community to comment more broadly
on matters relevant to the terms of reference via the review website. A draft report
is expected by June 2020 and a final report by October 2020.
The Environmental Defenders Office (EDO) has put out a Community Guide to
Discussion Paper questions to guide us in our submissions. This 35 page document
“The Independent Review of the EPBC Act - Response to Discussion Paper: A summary for the community February 2020” was sent to all members and is available on
the EDO website.
Burnett Mary Regional Group

"Celebrating Nature's Resilience" Photo Competition
The competition closes at 5:00pm Friday 1st May.

Entry forms, including terms and conditions, are available on BMRG’s Website:

https://bmrg.org.au/

Branch logo and shirt options
The original colour and design chosen was a “Bizcool”– all
acrylic – Wasabi coloured polo $24 and an extra $6 if you want
a pocket . (from Morgans)
Other options include:
Cotton (65%) blend shirt in apple green.
“Claremont” 95% cotton shirt in apple green is available from
BullAnt Designs in Pialba - $30 with the logo.
You can get the logo on any shirt for $9.50 at Morgans Sewing
and Embroidery Centre, Pialba.

Branch Fundraiser
CONTAINER DEPOSIT SCHEME
Vice president, John Williams has set up a code in his name with all monies being
deposited straight into our Branch’s bank account. Here are the details you will need:

Code: C10192159
Contact Phone: 0428980019
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More Branch News - New team for monthly Nature Walks
Thwarted but not down. That is to say,
while the COVID-19 pandemic restrictions are in place we cannot hold
our Branch’s monthly Nature Walks.
This is a pity, but a full-blown uncontrolled pandemic would be even worse.

ronment; to learn something of the complicated and immense vegetation that
surrounds us, to appreciate the different
natural environments in the Fraser
Coast Region and to stimulate interest
in the bird, animal and insect world.

Just as nature will carry on in the expectation of better days, so too will the
organisation and planning of the walks.
So, when the restrictions are lifted, the
walks will start up again.

Plans have been made for the next 12
walks. Vegetation lists have been prepared and some bird lists are ready.
These lists are a basis for further additions. So, while the Nature Walks are
on hold, we are ready to restart the
The enthusiasm for the walks will conwalks with sites chosen, directions pretinue the initiative of our predecessors
Carol Bussey, Vanessa Elwell-Gavins, pared and walk instructions at the
Peter Duck and Jenni Watts. When the ready. Clearly, all these plans will be
Branch called for new organisers, sev- reviewed and if necessary updated
eral people came forward to form a new closer to the time of each walk.
team -Tina Raveneau, Roland Schuller,
As for our supporters, we can follow the
Terry Csonka, John Williams & myself.
example of the Birdwatchers of Hervey
The new team will continue the walks
Bay, who can no longer enjoy their
on the same principles as has been
weekly outings, but are doing “Birding
established. The walks (now into their
from Home” instead. So, like the birdseventh year) are primarily to get out
watchers, treasure the environment
and appreciate and enjoy our local envi- around your home. Frank Ekin

Fraser Coast’s Threatened Species Action Plan
The Fraser Coast Regional Council endorsed the Threatened Species Action
Plan at their January meeting. While this plan includes a number of species already protected by state and federal legislation, it has included 25 species (15
animal and 10 plant) of local environmental significance (MLES). As well as listing the species the Plan details the threats each species faces and how the species could be protected.
Of note is that less than two months after Council accepted this plan, clearing for
a residential development near the Murphy Street/North Street intersection saw
native vegetation removed from the council road reserve (in breach of planning
conditions) including a number of mature Melaleuca dealbata trees, listed in the
Threatened Species Plan as a plant of local environmental significance. Our
Branch has written to Council expressing our dismay and urging suitable punitive
action.
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A Member’s View - Wildest Dreams
as Wildlife Rescue, MRCCC and GMA,
and the Council’s CEP, was acknowledged as an important way forward,
especially if we are to be more effective
and accountable as a viable environWalking along the Esplanade and Shelley ment and wildlife service, inclusive of
Beach this morning, I was pleasantly
essential community networking.
surprised by the unprecedented numA personal wild dream, would be for all
bers of butterflies. In my book, this is a
groups to achieve a cohesive centre for
reflection of nature’s wild card in the
the benefit of future environmental
shape of COVID-19 to strike at adult
health and regional species survival.
humans, a harsh warning that there
This would be in the form of a commust be a stop to atmospheric pollution.
bined purchase of a suitable paddock
Certainly it is a very effective wild card or tract of land to plant and maintain a
in terms of halting humans in their
reserve for flora and fauna of the region
tracks, closing down polluting transport and would include a wildlife rescue renetworks especially. How nice it would covery clinic and zone. In time, valuabe if the media spent just a little bit of
ble research and monitoring could be
time on this factor, observing and reachieved with community and academic
porting air quality change at major cities involvement with the centre. Although
and regions. Maybe in time, but they
the FCRC might come up with a similar
are currently behaving like politicians
concept as recommended, possibly
and burying their heads in the sand on along the Esplanade, we need a rethis topic.
serve more rurally located with some
vegetation retention.
It reminds us of the reality that our wildest dreams can turn into a very wild
All we need is the cohesion, integrity
nightmare if we do not respectfully
and persistence to raise the funds
tread more carefully within the critical
through donations, bequests and combalance of nature. We have an obliga- bined fund raising to achieve the
tion to save more forests and in doing
Society's main objective of protecting
so, contribute to cleaning up our very
and preserving as much flora and fauna
special air and water reserves.
as possible. In the face of entrenched
bureaucratic protocol, such effective
At our recent special “visions for the
action often becomes sadly no more
future'' branch meeting, a long standing
than a wild dream. 
plea for increased and improved collabJackie Henrion
oration with environment groups such

Fraser Coast Regional Council Elections 2020
Congratulations to George Seymour, Mayor, FCRC
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WIND TURBINES - SOON TO BE ON OUR DOORSTEP?
Recently, Forest Wind, the company
which is proposing a WIND FARM in
the Toolara and Tuan pine forests, held
a series of public information sessions.
There were slide shows, displays and
staff to engage with the public. A number of local bird enthusiasts attended.
The proposed wind farm gives rise to
concerns on the impact on wildlife.
Obstruction by huge wind vanes is
obvious, but less obvious is obstruction
by transmission lines and poles. The
period of construction disturbs habitat
affecting camouflage, nesting sites and
food sources. Scavengers may proliferate but may in turn become prey for
raptors.

allel with the building of wind farms over
the past 40 years from Canada, USA,
Spain, Netherlands and others.
The relative risk posed by the various
sources of electricity is a subject of
many studies. Hydropower would seem
to be relatively innocuous, but habitat
loss and change to the aquatic environment have negative impacts overall on
bird numbers, though water birds may
benefit.

Fossil fuel and nuclear based power
takes a toll on birds and bats. The initial
coal or uranium mining reduces habitat
with associated deforestation. The mining process causes dust pollution over
wide areas affecting air quality, grasses
The forests themselves represent a
and water ways. The spread of heavy
severe impact upon the former natural
metals as dust and in settlement dams
environment. Bird diversity is known to is an immediate risk and remains so for
be diminished by monoculture such as years. The release of sulphur dioxide
pine forests, so wind turbines are an
and nitrogen compounds dissolving in
additional hazard, though in this case,
atmospheric moisture result in acid rain
in an already severely altered landscape. causing forest death and water pollution
and was of political consequence in
A 135 page environmental impact re1970s Europe. Mining trucks, machinport commissioned by Forest Wind is
ery and infrastructure are documented
available on line. There were many on
obstacles for birds and bats.
site observations spread over several
years. Most birds fly below the turbine
The upshot of these various consideralevels, but raptors and aerial birds such tions is that fossil fuel power results in
as swallows and martins are vulnera9.36 bird fatalities per Gigawatt hours
ble. There was consideration about
(GWh), nuclear power 0.638 per GWh,
bats. Much of the report was taken from and wind power is responsible for 0.269
existing Department of Environment
per GWh. But these numbers are small
and Science data.
in comparison to the negative affect on
bird numbers from land clearing for
The study of hazards to birds has a
housing and agriculture, feral cats and
greater than a 180 year history. Studies
collisions with buildings and their winon the impact of wind farms, published
dows. Frank Ekin
in reputable journals, increased in par-
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What is a Greenhouse Gas? Climate Science Simplified by Carol
Warm objects emit invisible heat rays known as infrared radiation (referred to as
IR on diagrams). The earth emits infrared radiation. If there was no atmosphere
on the earth this radiation would go straight into outer space. The earth would be
a much cooler planet (33C cooler as a matter of fact).
99% of the atmosphere is Nitrogen (N2) and Oxygen (O2). They are not Greenhouse gases. They do not absorb infrared rays and so do not contribute to the
warming of the earth. However the remainder of the atmosphere is made up of
other gases including Carbon Dioxide, Methane and Water and these are the
main “ greenhouse gases”.
Carbon Dioxide, CO2 is the most commonly discussed greenhouse gas.
Infrared radiation from the earth hits the carbon dioxide molecule, is absorbed
and causes the molecule to vibrate. The CO2 molecule then returns to its normal
state and as it does so, emits infrared radiation in 360 degree directions. Therefore, some of the heat is returned to the earth which raises the temperature of the
earth. This, simply, is the greenhouse effect.
CO2 can remain in the atmosphere for centuries. Some of it dissolves in sea or
is taken up by plants for photosynthesis.

absorbs IR
and wobbles

returns to resting state
emitting IR in all directions

Methane, CH4 is a strong greenhouse gas. Methane can remain in the atmosphere for about 10 years.

Water Vapour, H2O, is a strong greenhouse gas. However, 75% of the earth's
surface is covered by sea! The amount of water vapour in the air depends on the
temperature (hot air holds more water vapour). Some days are humid and some
days are dry. One characteristic of water is that once water vapour reaches a
certain level, it precipitates out as rain or snow. So it is self limiting unlike CO2
and CH4.
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Climate Change - How are we going?
'Probably the worst year in a century': Australia's environmental toll of 2019

The following is a transcript of an article in The Guardian which is available at
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/mar/30/probably-the-worst-year-in
-a-century-the-environmental-toll-of-2019?CMP=share_btn_link
The annual Australia’s Environment
flow, vegetation growth, leaf area, soil
report finds last year’s heat and drought protection, tree cover and the number
caused unprecedented damage.
of hot days.
Record heat and drought across Australia delivered the worst environmental
conditions across the country since at
least 2000, with river flows, tree cover
and wildlife being hit on an
“unprecedented scale”, according to a
new report.
The index of environmental conditions
in Australia scored 2019 at 0.8 out of
10 – the worst result across all the
years analysed from 2000.

Across all years analysed, 2005 was
the next worst year, impacted by the
millennium drought. The year 2010 was
the best; it was also one of Australia’s
wettest on record
Van Dijk said the cause of the impacts
for 2019 were global heating as well as
natural variability in Australia’s climate.
The number of days above 35oC was
36% higher than the previous 19 years.

The population had continued to grow
The year delivered unprecedented
and the country’s greenhouse gas
bushfires, record heat, very low soil
emissions had remained high, the remoisture, low vegetation growth and 40 port said.
additions to the threatened species list.
Greenhouse gas emissions per person
The report’s lead author, Prof Albert
were 11% below the 2000-18 average,
van Dijk of the Australian National Uni- but remained among the highest in the
versity’s Fenner school of environment world because of high energy use per
and society, told Guardian Australia
person and the burning of coal for elec2019 was “probably the worst in a cen- tricity.
tury or more” for the environment.
Findings were underpinned by about
“This is not the new normal – this is just 1m gigabytes of data, including satellite
getting worse and worse,” he said, add- data that only became available from
ing that 2019 had seen a “continuing
2000, as well as field data and on-thedescent into an ever more dismal fuground surveys.
ture. You start to see ecosystems fall
Reviewing biodiversity impacts, the
apart and then struggle to recover bereport highlighted the number of specfore the next major disturbance.”
tacled flying foxes – one of many speThe Australia’s Environment report
cies vulnerable to heat stress – had
scored environmental conditions across dropped to 47,000 from an average of
seven indicators – inundation, stream- 100,000 before 2016.
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The numbers of threatened species had The Great Barrier Reef, which has just
risen by 36% since 2000, the report said. experienced its third mass bleaching
event in five years, had escaped
River flows were 43% below the 2000-18
bleaching in 2019 but its condition reaverage, causing water storages to
mained poor.
drop and mass fish deaths in the Murray-Darling Basin. Wetland environWorld heritage-listed Gondwana rainments had also seen record-low inunforests, the Blue Mountains, alpine redation.
gions, eastern Gippsland and Kangaroo
Island had all been badly hit by bushfires.
River flows were above average around
the coast of northern Queensland,
A co-author of the report, Dr Marta
around Karratha in Western Australia
Yebra, said: “Our data clearly shows
and at Strahan in Tasmania’s west.
that the combination of dry forests and
hot weather made for an especially exThe protection of soils by vegetation
plosive mixture.”
and moisture was “extremely poor”,
causing dust storms. The average soil
All the findings and data from the remoisture was also lowest since at least port, now in its fifth year, can be viewed
2000 and farming productivity had been on a website and interactive map at
hit.
https:www.wenfo.org/aer/ 

Climate Change - Where do we go for information?
Try the website “Skeptical Scientist” - www.skepticalscience.com.
Skeptical Science is a climate science blog and information resource created in
2007 by Australian former cartoonist and web developer, John Cook. John received a PhD degree in cognitive science in 2016. As well as publishing articles
on current events relating to climate science and climate policy, the site maintains a database of articles analyzing the merit of arguments put forth by those
who oppose the mainstream scientific opinion on climate change.
(Source : Wikipedia and Carol’s recommendation)
We need the facts…..
We know how funding to universities and scientific agencies has been slashed in recent years reducing the amount of research possible.
Now in addition to this, in a media release, the Ecological Society of Australia has
described the suppression of ecological and conservation science in Australia.
600 scientists have endorsed a statement to governments, universities and industry to
cease suppression of ecological and conservation science.
30% of the current researchers report bullying, harassment and reduced job satisfaction and job prospects in reprisal for communication of their findings publicly.
The Society is calling on government agencies to change their workplace culture and
codes of conduct to allow public servants to provide factual evidence based information both in public discourse and in internal communications .
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Impacts of the Bushfires
The horrific images of burned koalas
turned world attention to Australia's
recent megafire event.
The journal, Ecological Management
and Restoration, published an interview
with Chris Dickman, professor in Terrestrial Ecology at Sydney University
about the impacts of the bushfires.*

Photo: Greening Australia

Prof. Dickman estimates the number
of mammals, birds and reptiles killed Glossy Black-cockatoo feed exclusively
to be over 1 billion.
on Allocasuarina littoralis & A.torulosa
This does not take into account amphibians, snails, insects, arthropods or
aquatic organisms affected by pollution
of waterways after the fire.

seed dispersal. Plants that regrow after
the fires will be subject to damage by
feral animals such as deer and horse.

Reduced vegetation cover actually
gives hunters a good chance to seriously reduce deer populations. Horses
though immensely damaging to the
environment evoke sentimental reOf course, many Australian native
sponses in the public mind and culling
plants are endangered and may have a has been hindered. There is an effecsmall range. They can be completely
tive cat killing trap called Felixer which
wiped out. Can they regenerate after
sprays poison on the cat. The cat licks
such intense heat?
it off and dies.
Glossy Black-cockatoos that depend on
Wildlife carers are treating burned anione type of tree may find themselves in
mals and feeding starving wildlife. Evetrouble when whole forests are burned.
ry little bit helps. The current pandemic
Another impact is genetic loss as whole will mean that it is very unlikely that any
local populations of different species
funds will be directed to wildlife recovare lost.
ery from the fires.
Many animals that do survive in burrows or by fleeing, die of starvation or
predation as cats and foxes are attracted to newly burned areas.

Recovery…...
Would you believe the Long Term Ecological Research Network was closed
down in 2017 despite the fact that it
only cost the government $1.5 million
dollars?

The Only Real Solution is……..
ACTION ON CLIMATE CHANGE

by Carol Bussey

*Some personal reflections on the
present and future of Australia’s
fauna in an increasingly fire-prone contiThe death of many flying foxes by heat nent - an interview by Tein McDonald
will reduce long distance pollination and with Prof Chris Dickman, March, 2020
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Old Conventions Die Hard Using a balanced ecosystem to reduce fire in the landscape
About fifty years ago the ‘Mutch hypothesis’ pioneered the fire feedback phenomenon, and scientifically described
how fire in the landscape promotes
ever-more fire, articulating that plants
with flammable traits increasingly dominate ecosystems that are regularly
burned, producing a successionally
transformed plant community to more
flammable states.
In short, rather than ‘fuel load’ or
‘climate’, species composition can
be the main predictor of fire.
A theory gaining increasing support is
based on a 2015
analysis of 30 sites
subjected to prescribed fire. 26
were found to be
counterproductive,
confirming the theory that fire follows
fire.

landscape flammability.
A seven year study in a temperate Australian forest that involved the removal
of predators found a ten fold increase
in macropods that impacted palatable
vegetation allowing the competitively
inferior plants with flammable traits
(high volatile organic compounds) to
dominate forest understoreys.
As strange as it may seem, fifty
years of evidence-based science
under strict peer review cannot
trump old fire and conservation convention.
In the wake of the recent fire crisis conventional theorists
are tolling their bells
once again. We
need more fire to
reduce the fuel they
say, and we need
more poison for the
predators that
plague our forests
and hinder our wildlife they say.
But where is the evidence science says.

Also about fifty
years ago, Hairston’s ‘green world
hypothesis’ presented the idea that the
world remains green because predators The irony will be overshadowed by climate change no doubt. But if this scirestrict herbivores from consuming all
ence is correct, without dingoes in the
that is green in the world.
system, any fire retarding palatable
A theory that is also supported by nuyoung plant that survives the herbivores
merous studies from around the globe
released from predation, will surely fall
(and Australian dingoes are well repre- victim to the next prescribed fire.
sented in this context) is that some
Article and photo by Adam O’Neill
predators not only play essential roles
in suppressing smaller predators and
References: 1 -- R.W. Mutch, 1970
promoting endangered prey species,
2 -- Price et al, 2015
but by limiting the abundance and im3 -- Hairston et al, 1960
pacts of large herbivores, can reduce
4 -- Dexter et al, 2013
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Wildlife creeps back after bushfires
This is an edited version of an article by Kathryn Teare Ada Lambert, Ecologist,
University of New England https://theconversation.com/these-plants-and-animals
-are-now-flourishing-as-life-creeps-back-after-bushfires-130293?
As the east coast bushfire crisis finally
abates, we see nothing but loss: more
than 11 million hectares of charcoal and
ash, and over a billion dead animals.

ents to the soil when they defecate .

The science of resprouting - Of course,
bushfires kill numerous trees – but many
do survive. Most of us are familiar with the
image of bright green sprouts shooting
from the trunks and branches of trees
such as eucalypts. A protected “bud
bank” which lies behind thick bark, protected from the flames. These “epicormic”
buds produce leaves, which enables the
tree to photosynthesise.

Insects also benefit from the mass of new
leaves on trunks and branches. For example, native psyllids – an insect similar
to aphids – feed on the sap from leaves
and so thrive on the fresh growth.
Is there hope for threatened species?
Generalist species – those that thrive in a
variety of environments – can adapt to
burnt forest. But specialist species need
particular features of an ecosystem to
survive, and are far less resilient.

The critically endangered Leadbeater’s
Possum lives only in small pockets of
Under normal conditions, hormones from forest in Victoria. It needs tree hollows to
shoots higher in the tree suppress these
survive. But for the Leadbeater’s Possum
buds. But when the tree loses canopy
to benefit from the fire regime, bushfires
leaves due to fire, drought or insect atshould be infrequent – perhaps every 75
tack, the hormone levels drop, allowing
years. If fires are too frequent, larger trees
the buds to sprout.
will not have time to establish and hollows
Insect influx and then the birds - This
will not be created, causing the species’
summer’s fires left in their wake a mass of numbers to decline.
decaying animal carcasses, logs and tree Similarly in NSW, up to 80% of the habitat
trunks. While such a loss can be devasof threatened species such as the vulnertating for many species – particularly
able rufous scrub-bird was burnt in the
those that were already vulnerable –
recent fires.
many insects thrive in these conditions.
Looking ahead - Only time will tell whethFor example, flies lay eggs in the animal
er biodiversity in these areas is forever
carcasses; when the maggots hatch, the damaged, or will return to its former state.
rotting flesh provides an ample food
The newly open forest leaves many native
source. This process helps break down
mammals exposed, changing the foodthe animal’s body – reducing bacteria,
web, or feeding relationships, in an ecodisease and bad smells. Flies are imsystem.
portant decomposers and their increased
This means we may see a change in the
numbers also provide food for birds, reptypes of birds, reptiles and mammals
tiles and other species.
found in forests after the fires. If these
Similarly, beetles such as the grey furareas don’t eventually return to their prerowed rosechafer, whose grubs feed on
fire state, extinctions will be imminent.
decaying logs and tree trunks, add nutri-
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Book Review
The Secret Network of Nature
Peter Wohlleben
Vintage 2017
255 pp Price: $19.99

depend on carrion or animals and fungi
that exploit weakened trees.
In other chapters he discusses the interrelationships of wild boar and earthworms and bats and moths. And of
course, the impact of climate change.

Peter Wohlleben came to prominence
as the author of “The Hidden Life of
Trees”, a best seller which described
Wohlleben poses two interesting queshow trees form an integrated community
tions: is man part of nature? What
that has evolved over millions of years.
should we save? He points out that
His love of nature and his deep knowman has been interfering with nature for
ledge (developed over his years as a
hundreds of thousands of years in Euforester in Germany) have given him
rope.
real insights as to how the forest works.
And like the way some Australians deThe principles and interrelationships
fend the brumby, Germans defend the
between the deciduous beech and oak survival of the capercaillie.
forests of central Europe and the inThis bird is really suited to the more
sects, fungi, birds and mammals apply
open coniferous forests of northern Euto all ecosystems.
rope such as Norway. However, farmSome of the topics he covers here will
ing and logging in the Middle Ages albe familiar to lovers of nature: the rela- lowed the bird to populate parts of Gertionship between wolves and river
many where it became prized as a
health, the relationship between healthy game bird. Therefore, some of the priforests and salmon.
meval forests like the Black Forest are
having patches of native deciduous
I find the book is most interesting when
trees cleared to enhance the survival of
the author discusses the ecology of
the capercaillie!
central European deciduous forests
because that ecosystem is not found
I can recommend this book for its
here. He talks about roe deer, wild
charming writing, the philosophical
boar, wood ants, wood peckers and
questions it poses and for the deep
fungi and how all these organisms have understanding of nature and how we
evolved together and serve different
are impacting ecological processes.
roles in the forest.
by Carol Bussey
“Management” actions by humans
such as removing dead animal
carcasses or removing sick trees,
interfere with processes that nature has dealt with for aeons. If
you think about it, by being “tidy”
we are threatening species that

What’s a capercaillie?
Also called Wood
Grouse or Heather
Cock , ground living
forest bird about the
size of a turkey.
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NATURE WATCH

Alectryon ramiflorus produces seed
In 2006, it was thought that there were less than
100 Isis Tamarind (Alectryon ramiflorus) trees
left in the wild. As part of the Bruce Highway –
Isis Highway intersection upgrade, north of Apple Tree Creek, Transport and Main Roads
(TMR) planted 36 new trees. At the time, this
project won the 2006 Premier’s Award for Excellence in Public Sector Management, Category: Sustainable Environment for its contribution
to both Federal and State Government Recovery Plans, a fantastic achievement for the TMR
Wide Bay Burnett District.
Now, 14 years later, some of the trees have
flowered and produced seed. This demonstrates that small and isolated patches of habitat are crucial for the survival of many rare and
endangered species like the Isis Tamarind.
Hopefully, some of these seed germinate and
this beautiful endangered species can continue
on its long-term road to recovery.
This project would not have been successful without the support and collaboration of state agencies and, local community and conservation groups. Together,
we can achieve positive environmental outcomes that have local and national
significance to our unique habitat. Rick Haywood

A Golden Crown

photo from eBird.com
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Around the mouth of Eli Creek to Eli Point, Point
Vernon, is a wader feeding area at low tide. Now
only a few birds are left – most having returned
on their long journey north to breed. There are a
few Bar-tailed Godwits with the beginnings of
breeding plumage and some very plump, ready
to go, Pacific Golden Plovers with full breeding
regalia. Normally a tawny coloured bird with
white underparts, the breeding plumage transforms this bird with a black face and neck bordered in white, a black breast and a back and
crown spotted in gold on black! Jenni
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NATURE WATCH

“Finding Vera"
The Bundaberg Regional Art Gallery has recently held
an exhibition of over 50 Vera Scarth-Johnson paintings,
photos and memorabilia to celebrate her incredible life
as a noted environmentalist, horticulturist and botanical
illustrator. A wonderful feature was that the displays
were sourced and loaned from local owners, illustrating
her close ties to the Bundaberg Region.
Vera was a very talented, distinguished, forthright and
larger-than-life character. After finishing school in England, she was sent to finishing school in Paris, where
she found little interest except in the garden, and was
always keen to pursue a career in horticulture. She
said, "They wanted to make a lady out of me, and I just
wanted to be a farmer".
Vera lived in the Bundaberg region from the 1950s to
1972, farming small crops, tobacco and sugarcane. In
the mid-1960s, she began a long association with the
Royal Botanical Gardens in Kew, England, sending
them illustrations and seeds of plants and flowers. The
rare shrub Argophyllum verae commemorates her
name. In June 1996, Vera was awarded the Order of
Australia for her contribution to art and the environment.
She donated 93 hectares of heathland at Coonar to be maintained as a wildlife
reserve. Bundaberg Landcare, with support from the Bundaberg Branch of
Queensland Wildlife, proposed naming the reserve to recognise Vera's achievements and connections to the area. After this in 2006, the then Burnett Shire
Council formally named the property 'Vera Scarth-Johnson Wildlife Reserve'.
Apart from being a conservationist and environmentalist, she left a significant
legacy to the Bundaberg community, a treasure to appreciate and cherish.
Rick Haywood
Thank you to Tina Raveneau who alerted us to this link about the Blue Tiger
Butterfly migration spectacle that we are currently witnessing.

https://www.echo.net.au /2020/03/butterflies-on-the -move/
On hearing our four year old grandson pointing out the “Blue Tigers flying”, his
mum thought it was his wild imagination again. Learning he was referring to the
Blue Tiger butterfly by its correct common name, and being super impressed, she
asked him the name of another species. He replied “Jack”. LOL. J and P
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Insect Bounty
The weather recently has been perfect. Is it that I
am taking more notice or is there an extraordinary
abundance of insects? Potter and paper wasps are
busy building nests. A myriad of native bees seek
nectar. There are highly colourful Joseph Coat
Moth caterpillars on the Forest Grape vine; caterpillars of the swallowtails, resembling bird droppings
on the citrus; horned caterpillars, the larvae of the
hawkmoths on several plants; and the Moreton Bay Above: A Blue Tiger on the
Ash are looking less foliated as the bag moth cater- Basil. Below: A horned caterpillar, the larva of a hawkpillars munch away.

moth, is well camouflaged on

The butterflies are gorgeous. Yesterday we had
the local native Vitex.
hundreds of Blue Tigers fluttering past, few pausing, most just intent on their migration. Then in the
evening we saw literally thousands hanging on low
dead branches under spreading tuckeroo canopies.
We guess they were resting for the night. There are
Orchard and Fuscous Swallowtails laying on the
citrus fruit trees and Lime Berry tree. There are
Caper Whites, Meadow Argus, Common and Purple Crows, Swamp Tigers, Lemon Migrants, Grass
Yellows and a myriad of tiny blue ones.
While my very long flowering perennial
Basil and brightly coloured yellow flowering Tarragon are a magnet for the
butterflies, which is a beautiful spectacle – we cannot forget that so many of
these butterflies and moths have quite
specific host plants and without these
the breeding cycle could not be complete and we would have no adults. The
Blue Tigers for instance need the Corky
Milk Vine of the rainforests to lay their
eggs and feed their larvae while the
Swamp Tiger butterflies need the Mangrove Milk vine – once very common
here - but fast disappearing as
swamps are drained and the mentality
to clear vines and lower storey plants
away from trees persists.
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While on this topic of clearing understorey, to conclude, and as we have had
our recent council elections, I hold my
breath to see the fate of our foreshore.
We have a push here in Point Vernon
to “clear the undergrowth,” “bring back
the grass” “retain just the shady trees”.
The equation is simple really. Wipe out
the homes and food of our insects and
small birds and reptiles = no food for
the insectivorous birds, frogs, small
mammals and larger replies = no food
for the carnivores. Our species diversity
will be reduced to just a few - such as
kangaroos, lorikeets and aggressive
magpies and butcherbirds that can
scrounge from humans. It will be a sad
and irreversible outcome. Jenni
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Fuscous
Swallowtail

male

female

Papilio fuscus
Illustrations from
“Butterflies of Australia”
by Michael F. Braby

distribution

Most people are familiar with the large
brightly coloured Orchard Swallowtail
which are forever hanging around our
Citrus trees. It’s not uncommon to see
their eggs, caterpillars and chrysalis. Or
maybe we notice the plant being
stripped as hungry caterpillars munch
away. Another common Swallowtail in
the garden is the Fuscous Swallowtail immediately recognisable by its conspicuous “tail” on the wing. Its body is
largely brown - hence its name Fuscous
from the Latin “fuscus” meaning brown.

From Territory Native Plants

photo taken
in my garden

However, like so many animals it has
more than one common name. In northern Australia, a slightly different form of
the same species (not as highly coloured and patterned and smaller) it is
called the Canopus Butterfly and on the
east coast of QLD it is the Capaneus
Butterfly. It has a variety of larval food
plants (host plants) in the citrus plant
family including the Lime Berry, Micromelum minutum which is often planted
as an ornamental, or for wildlifers to
attract these butterflies. Jenni

The Lime Berry is a small tree
with lime green leaves and huge
clusters of flowers and berries.
The larva of the Fuscous Swallowtail is similar (has that bird
dropping appearance) to the
Orchard Swallowtail but has a
prominent humped thorax.

Nature Watch Quiz by Carol
Here are some tracks of different animals: brushtail possum, emu,
fox, goanna and platypus . Match the track to the animal

answers page 22
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Thank you to Craig Whittaker of Poona for
this stunning photo of a Little Egret.

NATURE WATCH -

What Egret is that?

One of the most striking groups of birds on the Fraser Coast are the Egrets. We
have five of them. However we often make the wrong call when out twitching, or
at least I do. Now I have a bit of enforced time available I embarked on a way of
presenting the identification criteria systematically (see table on page 23).
You would think the size would be a hard and fast methodology. But I’m afraid it
is not always that simple. We rarely can get up close to these flighty creatures,
and they have a habit of crouching or stretching just to throw us off the track.
There are some ‘gimmes’. The Cattle Egret in breeding plumage displays that
lovely striking orange hue reminiscent of a young Prince Harry, they are also generally in the company of a bovine associate probing the ground around or more
brazenly sitting atop its hind quarters. The Little Egret is considerate enough not
to change its leg and bill colour throughout the year and the grey morph of the
Eastern Reef Egret is the only departure from the striking white plumage.
Of course there are many other distinctions between the birds; nesting, egg appearance, call, but the ones detailed in the table help with visual determination
and a reasoned response to the inevitable question “What Egret is that?” Peter

Answers to quiz on page 21 - emu, goanna, fox, possum. platypus
1.The gap between the foot pad and the toe pad is quite long in the fox compared to
the dingo and the foot can be more oval. Apparently in some old foxes the two foremost claws do not make a mark.
2. Possums have five equally spaced toes but koalas have “two thumbs” so a gap
between second and third “finger”.
3. Goats’ footprints have two toes but pigs’ footprints have two main toes plus two
dewclaws.
Wambaliman AUTUMN 2020
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The QLD Government Wildlife Hotline (1300 130 372) is now the primary
mechanism for reporting marine animal strandings in QLD.
Marine animal strandings reported to the RSPCA 1300ANIMAL number are currently
being diverted to the Wildlife Hotline; this will be phased out in the coming months.
The change is an initiative of the QPWS Wildlife Operations unit. The Wildlife Hotline is staffed 24/7 by Wildlife
Officers with the knowledge and training to ensure
strandings calls are dealt with effectively and efficiently.
If you experience any issues with the management of
the hotline, please advise the QPWS Great Barrier
Reef and Marine Parks Region Strandings Coordinator
Alicia Moisel so any problems can be raised with the
Wildlife Operations team (alicia.moisel@des.qld.gov.au).
Source: Marine Animal Strandings Volunteer Network Dec 2019

What Egret is that?
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The objectives of Wildlife Queensland are to:
(1) preserve the fauna and flora of Australia by all lawful means;
(2) educate by all means possible all sections of the community, particularly the
young, in understanding the principles of conservation and preservation of the natural environment;
(3) discourage by all legal means possible the destruction, exploitation or unnecessary development of any part of the natural environment;
(4) encourage rational land use and proper planning of development and use of the
natural environment and management thereof.

Want to join Wildlife Queensland?
http://wildlife.org.au/shop/membership/membership/
or download the membership form at
http://www.wildlife.org.au/support/image/membershipform.pdf
Membership for 1 year
$30 Individual
$45 Family / non-profit group
$20 Concession
$12.50 Youth
Once you have joined Wildlife Queensland you may elect to be
assigned a Branch such as Fraser Coast.
Wildlife Queensland and its branches are not wildlife rescue or care organizations.
However, we thank you for caring for our wildlife and
if you wish to report sick, injured or orphaned wildlife contact:
RSPCA Qld on 1300 ANIMAL or preferably contact our local rescue service.
Our local service has the expertise and will eliminate delays in taking action.
WILDLIFE RESCUE FRASER COAST
for all species of native wildlife
Phone 4121 3146 anytime (backup number 0419988240)
WRFC rescue and care for all species of native fauna - such as injured or unwell
koalas, kangaroos and wallabies, micro bats, flying foxes, birds and reptiles.
For marine strandings ring the QLD Government Wildlife Hotline 1300 130 372
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